Admission Requirements to participate in public selections for the recruitment of research fellows under art.24, paragraph 3.b, of Law No.240/2010.

| Required Qualifications | - Doctoral degree or equivalent qualification, earned in Italy or abroad.  
|                         | - Medical specialisation diploma for medicine-related sectors |
|                         |                           |
|                         |                           |
| Plus one of the following requirements*: |                           |
|                         | - Having entered into a research associate contract or having carried out at least 3 years of signed fixed-term researcher assignments;  
|                         |   or:  
|                         | - Having carried out a at least 3-year, either consecutive or not, research fellowship or equivalent grants at foreign universities;  
|                         |   or:  
|                         | - Having carried out a at least 3-year, either consecutive or not, post-doctoral scholarship or equivalent grants at foreign universities;  
|                         | *For the purpose of calculating the aforementioned minimum period of 3 years, the different activities carried out may be combined.  
|                         |   or:  
|                         | - Holding the national scientific qualification for full or associate professor for the competition sector announced in the notice or for one of the competition sectors included in the related macro sector;  
|                         |   or:  
|                         | - Holding the medical specialisation diploma for medicine-related sectors. |

Causes for non-admission

- candidates who were assigned a research fellowship and/or carried out activities as fixed-term researchers under art.22 and 24 of Law No.240/2010 of 30 December 2010 at the University of Milan and/or at other Italian Universities for a period which, added together with the duration of the contract announced in the selection notice, is over 12 years overall.

- full or associate professors or tenured researchers, even if no more in service.

- candidates who are within the fourth degree of kinship with  
  - a Professor attached to the Department requesting and calling for the post;  
  - the Rector;  
  - the General Director;  
  - a member of the University Board of Directors.